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“ Be grateful for whoever comes, because each has been sent as a guide from beyond. ” ― Rumi
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Sleeping Beauty



by
Phillip Margolin
· Suzanne Houston



2004·







·3.92·2,412 Ratings


Author Miles Van Meter is on a book tour to promote his sensational bestseller Sleeping Beauty, a true-crime account of a deeply personal subject: the attack by a serial killer that left his twin sister, Casey, in a coma. Tonight the audience waits to hea
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The Last Innocent Man



by
Phillip Margolin



2005·







·3.9·1,546 Ratings


Defense attorney David Nash has made a career out of setting monsters free -- and no one does it better. Now a case has come to "The Ice Man" that could help cleanse Nash of the guilt and doubts that torment him: that rarest of all defendants, an innocent
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Lost Lake



by
Phillip Margolin



2008·







·3.67·1,957 Ratings


Vanessa Kohler wakes from a sound sleep in a California lakeside mansion to find her host, a young Congressman, near death--he's been tortured, his safe is wide open--and the man who seems to have attacked him, is about to flee the house, is Carl Price, s
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Proof Positive (Amanda Jaffe, #3)



by
Phillip Margolin



2006·







·3.82·1,648 Ratings


New York Times bestselling author Phillip Margolin returns with a shocking and enthralling thriller about the way CSI evidence can be misused by a killer with his own twisted sense of justice.
Doug Weaver is a defense attorney who always believes the b
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Ties That Bind (Amanda Jaffe, #2)



by
Phillip Margolin



2003·







·3.92·1,851 Ratings


Success is fleeting; nobody knows this better than lawyer Amanda Jaffe, She had been the undisputed rising star of Portland's legal community, but in a cruel twist of irony, the same case that put her on the map -- the Cardoni trial, which pitted Amanda a
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Gone, But Not Forgotten



by
Phillip Margolin



2005·






·4.02·3,578 Ratings


Darkness has fallen on the city of Portland, Oregon. One by one, the wives of affluent and respected men are vanishing from their homes. The only clues to their disappearance are a single black rose and a note that reads "Gone, But Not Forgotten." It is t
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Wild Justice (Amanda Jaffe, #1)



by
Phillip Margolin



2001·







·3.83·2,958 Ratings


Seven years ago, Phillip Margolin seized the imagination of thriller readers everywhere with his chilling breakout bestseller, Gone, but Not Forgotten. After five subsequent New York Times bestsellers, Margolin now returns to the haunting terrain of Gone,
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The Associate



by
Phillip Margolin



2002·







·3.95·3,038 Ratings


A mesmerizing tale of deceit and criminal stealth in the high-stakes world of pharmaceutical research from Phillip Margolin, the New York Times bestselling master of the courtroom thriller. Daniel Ames is living the American dream. After an improvished yo
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The Burning Man



by
Phillip Margolin



1997·







·3.85·1,490 Ratings


Peter Hale is a young attorney with a lot to prove. Crossing his father, one of Portland's most powerful lawyers, was a costly mistake. Now, cut loose from his job and from his inheritance, Peter's landed in the public defender's office of a small Oregon
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Expert Game Adventure. Quest for the Heartstone bv Michael L. Gray. The icy cavern is deathly  ...
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